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The study of gas phase ions has been re ognized as an important eld for many appli ations in ombustion and physi al hemistry,
as well as astro hemistry. There are several hallenges to over ome to study su h mole ular ions with high resolution spe tros opy,
in luding ion/neutral dis rimination, a dilute analyte, and Doppler line broadening. Re ently our group has demonstrated the oupling
of avity enhan ed absorption spe tros opy with velo ity modulation (CEVMS) to help over ome these hallenges. Cavity enhan ed
absorption spe tros opy an be more sensitive than non- avity enhan ed te hniques, making it easier to study dilute analytes. Velo ity
modulation is used to distinguish between ions and neutrals.
The nal hallenge arises as the line frequen y a ura y is often limited by the Doppler broadening of mole ules due to the
ensemble average of many mole ules with different velo ities. In CEVMS, be ause an opti al avity is used, the ele tri eld intensity
in reases su h that a Lamb dip is observed. Owing to the o-linear ba k-ree tion, only mole ules with zero velo ity along the axis
of laser propagation ontribute to the Lamb dip. Thus, spe tros opy whi h re ords the transition frequen ies of the Lamb dip have an
inherently higher pre ision to the measurement. However, traditional wavemeters usually have a ura y spe i ations on the order of
hundreds of MHz. Therefore, by using an opti al frequen y omb to measure the transition frequen ies of the sub-Doppler Lamb dip,
we an in rease the a ura y and pre ision of infrared transitions that have (or have not yet) been measured.
In addition to demonstrating the use of Pre ision Cavity Enhan ed Velo ity Modulation Spe tros opy (P-CEVMS), we will dis uss
the power and pressure broadening of the Lamb dip. By studying the power dependen e of the Lamb dip in N+
2 , we hope to be able to
obtain a measure of the transition strength for a single ro-vibrational line.

